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Before starting…..

There are at least five things you should know before starting:

Basic data

• Read out noise;

• Conversion factor (electrons to ADU);

• Maximum linear signal (physical or electronic saturation level);

• Size of typical stellar images (seeing, FWHM in pixels)

• Map of bad pixels, rows, columns;





In conclusion the intensity level of the CCD is linear up to
the saturation limit, but there is a spilling of charges
well before the saturation if single pixels are exposed

A practical suggestion:

1) Stars with a peak above 90% of the saturation value
should be not used for calibration neither for the PSF.

The best choice is a star with the peak at half of the dynamic range





FIND (2)

Basic idea: A star is brighter than its sorrounding;

Simple method: set a brightness threshold at some
level above the sky brightness level;

Complications: 
1. The sky brightness might vary across the frame

2. Blended objects, extended objects, artifacts, 
     cosmic rays must be recognized. Some filtering 
     should be applied.



Fundamental tasks for stellar photometry

FIND                   crude estimate of star postion and brightness + 
                                 + preliminary ap. photom.

PSF                      determine stellar profile (point spread function)

FIT                      fit the PSF to multiple, overlapping stellar 
                                images (and sky)

Further analysis of the data:

SUBTRACT   subtract stellar images from the frame

ADD                    add artificial stellar images to the frame





Two parameters to help eliminating non-stellar objects:

            SHARPNESS

di0,j0 = Di0,j0 /<Di,j >, with (i,j) near 
(i0,j0), but different from (i0,j0)

          SHARP=d i0,j0/Ci0,j0

           ROUNDNESS

   ROUND=2*(Cx-Cy)/(Cx+Cy)

Cx from the monodimensional
Gaussian fit along the x direction
Cy from the monodimensional
Gaussian fit along the y direction







Background evaluation
The background measurement can be rather tricky (because of
the crowding)
A good estimate of the local sky brightness is the mode of the 
distribution of the pixel counts in an annular aperture around the stars.
Poisson errors make the peak of the histogram rather messy. 

A good guess  of the
background level is:

mode=3x(median)-
2x(mean)

(which is striclty true for
a gaussian distribution)

The background can be also
derived from fitting.



Well sampled stars: ideal case
Limit around FWHM 2-3 pix.

Badly undersampled. Star profile
strongly depends on the position of
the center within the central pixel.
The problem is worsened by the 
intra-pixel sensibility variation. 



The stellar profile model: the PSF
The detailed shape of the average stellar profile in a digital frame
must be encoded and stored in a format the computer can read and
use for the subsequent fitting operations.

There are two possible approaches:

1. The analytic PSF. E.g. a gaussian, or,  better a Moffat function:

 2. The empirical PSF. i.e. a matrix of numbers representing the
                                          stellar profile.

3. The hybrid PSF. i.e. a function in the core and a matrix of numbers in 
                               the outer regions.



The PSF stars must be BRIGHT and CLEANED

Contaminating
stars must 
be  removed

This shows the
relevance of the
SUBTRACT
routine



The PSF determination is an iterative process!

The PSF model after 
three iterations



After the starting guesses of the centroids (FIND) and brightness  (PHOTOMETRY)
are measured, and the PSF model determined (PSF), the PSF is first shifted and
scaled to the position and brightness of each star, and each profile is subtracted, out
to the profile radius, from the original image. This results in an array of residuals
containing the sky brightness, random noise, residual stars and systematic errors due
to inaccuracies in the estimate of the stellar parameters.

You may proceed further with a second search and analysis.



Matching stars between different digital images

Important astronomical information is often extracted from multiple
images of the program object(s). These images could be taken with 
different pointings, orientations, filters, and even at different telescopes.

Once a list of common stars is constructed, the determination of the
geometrical transformation parameters is a simple least-square problem.

The real problem is to find an efficent way to match many thousands
of stars located in dozens of images.

There are two currently used methods: the “triangles” method (Stetson)
and the staistical method (Lauberts, ESO-MIDAS). 



THE PHOTOMETRIC ERRORS

Once we have the final photometry we have to determine the
photometric errors for the single stars. This is not an obvious task
because many error sources contributes to the final uncertainty of the
data. Four different methods can be used:

1) DAOPHOT gives the statistical error for each star.

2) Another obvious method is to compare the measurements from
couples of images.

3) Daophot offers also the possibility to add artificial stars and to
measure them simultaneously to the original stars.

4) Finally the dispersion of the data can be derived from astrophysical
considerations (for example from the dispersion of the CMDs).





























CCD photometry evolution

IMPROVING

1. Dark current
2. Linearity
3. Cosmics
4. Readout noise
5. Cosmetics
6. Quantum efficiency and spectral coverage

STILL A PROBLEM (or getting worst):

1 Timing errors (large formats)
2 Internal reflections (due to focal reducers or flatteners)
3 Undersampling
4  DEVIATIONS FROM STANDARD SYSTEMS (big filters…)



Calibration of extended sources

The calibration for extended sources is still based on standard
stars. The basic concept  is that the flux of the star is compared to
a fixed area.

Example: the sky background

Sky(int./unit area) = (1/pixel area) x Isky

msky   = -2.5 log Sky         (instr. mag./unit area)

then use standard transformations.

Wide band calibrations are very difficult if the passband of the
system is not standard.



EXAMPLES OF DAOPHOT INPUTS
INPUT PARAMETERS: GENERAL

INPUT PARAMETERS: APERTURE PHOTOMETRY


